
DAWN™ PC Software 

DAWN™ (Data Acquisition With In-Vehicle Networks) is HEM Data’s in-vehicle network data 

acquisition and analysis software and hardware solution to acquire data from cars, light, 

medium, and heavy duty trucks, and off-road vehicles. 

Use the DawnEdit™ database editor to configure and convert engineering parameters. Then use 

DawnPlot™ for display and analysis. 

DawnEdit™ 

 
DAWN comes standard with a generic OBD-II database which defines almost 100 parameters according to the 

SAE J1979 standard; 40 being available on a typical car.  

 
The SAE J1939 standard defines almost 2000 parameters; typically 150 to 400 parameters are available on a 

heavy duty truck. 

DawnEdit will determine the parameters that are actually on your vehicle and builds a database 

for each vehicle model, so you only need to select the parameters of interest from a table. 

After selecting the parameters to acquire and the sample rate, you would then create a 

configuration file and transfer it to the logger’s microSD card. 
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DAWN imports proprietary DBC files for normal messages and CSV files or Access databases for 

Enhanced OBD (EOBD) and custom messages. HEM Data provides EOBD databases for various 

manufacturers as an option. 

DawnEdit converts the message files stored on the logger to a CSV file containing scaled 

engineering parameters. Another option is to transfer message files to a website and have the 

website convert the message files to scaled, engineering parameters. Click here for website 

details. 

Options include: 

 appending trip files together or keeping them separate, and 

 time can be shown as either relative time from the start of a trip or the absolute time of 

day. 

DawnPlot™ 

DawnPlot™ is HEM Data’s tool for plotting data files converted in DawnEdit. After converting 

binary files in DawnEdit, launch DawnPlot to plot the CSV files. 
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Ease of Use 

Open any CSV file created by DawnEdit to instantly plot the data. The first four parameters are 

plotted on the first page. Create an unlimited number of plot pages with any combination of 

parameters on each page. 

Features 

Other DawnPlot features include cursors, drag zooming, multiple y-axis overplots and 

histograms. When using histograms, DawnPlot automatically determines the value ranges and 

plots the counts at nice round intervals. 

 

  

More Hybrid Test Data 

For more about DAWN and hybrid test data see this page. 
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